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From Crappy Games Wiki Jump to Jump navigation to search Don't get confused with RAID: World War II, a 2017 FPS game published by 505 Games. Raid: Shadow Legends Today Crappy Games Wiki page sponsored by Paid: Shameless Liars! Genres: Role-Playing Platforms: AndroidiOSMicrosoft
Windows Release Date: July 29, 2018 Developer: Plarium Games Publisher: Plarium Games Made in: Israel This title is advertised as free-to-play, which is true, I think. But it's not free to play in the same way as Path of Exile or Warframe is free-to-play. It's a bit demensed pseudo-free-to-play. - Upper
Echelon Gamers Raid: Shadow Legends is a free fantasy gacha RPG developed and published by Israeli game developer Plarium Games for mobile and PC. Excessive saturation: Despite claiming to be one of the most ambitious mobile games of 2018, it's another gacha-based fantasy-based RPG that
has been all but done to death. Many examples of this type of game such as Epic 7, Fate: Grand Order and Summoners War have been on the mobile platform for a very long time and the only main difference Raid offers is that it has a more western fantasy style while almost all other gacha tend to adopt
animesque styles. Again, like many games of this genre, Raid may be free to play, but it also blatantly pays to advance. It's very difficult to get legendary heroes and the only other option in the game is to summon them by collecting various materials, leveling, and promoting other characters. However,
many of these materials are obtained from time-limited events, which are almost impossible to win without a worthy hero or something green and flat from your wallet... The underlying structure of the game also encourages aggressive spending. Every time you return to the main menu, it thrusts a bunch of
promotional micro-transaction pop-ups in your face, and even something as simple as releasing a rune (which should be available for free) can cost you a lot of resources. Due to the must-win nature of the game, making progress in it is actually quite difficult without spending money in some way, as the
game continues to push you useless material. While Raid claims that it has more than 400 champions, it is very difficult to collect even a fraction of them because of how much gacha system is rigged against you. Fake ads: The game claims that the game has thrilling gameplay, but literally just like any
other turn-based RPG, just a turn-based click. In fact, the game even includes automatic combat functions so you can get through any thrilling gameplay at all. As it is D'Angelo Wallace: Someone doesn't play Raid: Shadow Legends as much as Raid: Shadow Legends watches. Speaking of ads, there is
also excessive advertising saturation. Ads for Raid have literally flooded every social media platform and a large number of YouTubers (JonTron and The Nerd's own video games included) are now sponsoring the game. Judging by how Plarium Games only provides the same rigid scripts that provide little
or no personalization, it becomes very repetitive very quickly and makes it quite clear that this YouTuber never actually played the game. It ended up being a meme because of this. According to Upper Echelon Gamers, despite the fact that it rejects sponsors and even rejects the game itself, Plarium
Games is still approaching it with the offer again and again like a broken record, due to YouTube's content policy that forces YouTubers and advertisers to promote their content just to stay relevant. In addition, they also deny that their sponsorship pitch was written. The game also suffers from technical
problems and has a rather high tendency to crash. Like many other pay-to-win games on mobile, it has been suspected that Plarium Games uses bots to suppress bad reviews or post fake five-star reviews. Some Reddit users also pointed out that the reason why there aren't many negative reviews in the
first place is that gamers only review bomb games they care about and invest time and effort in. Worse is the fact that Plarium likes certain NERF characters just to give players a pay advantage. One patch has them nerf executioner characters, which are rather popular among free-to-play players, for the
only reason that executioners are too competitive. Players who have spent a lot of time farming for executioners are not compensated and those who attempt to refund or chargeback get banned from the game entirely. The graphics are relatively decent for mobile games at least, but somewhat made to
look lower because Plarium claims that the graphics for this game are comparable to console and PC games. The animation is fluid and well done. The live-action ads made for the game are surprisingly well made, with an excellent champion model with a lot of attention to detail, and the effects and editing
also look decent. The game's developer, Plarium Games, is currently owned by Aristocrat Leisure Limited, an Australian casino slot machine manufacturer whose CEO happens to be the current head of the American Gaming Association. Enable comments auto-refresher 2019 mobile video game Raid:
Shadow LegendsDeveloper(s)Plarium GamesPublisher(s)Plarium GamesWriter(s)Paul C.R. MonkComposer(s)Paul C.R. MonkEngineUnityPlatform(s)Android, iOS, PCReleaseJuly 29, 2018Genre(s)Fantasy, RPG, gacha[1] Raid: Shadow Legends is a freemium mobile game developed and published by
Israeli game developer Plarium Games. PC Port for Raid: Shadow Legends released on January 21 [2] Gameplay in Raid: Shadow Legends is a fantasy-themed, turn-based gacha role-playing game. [3] The game's story takes place in the nature of Teleria, which has been subjugated by the Dark Lord
Siroth. Players take on the role of an ancient Telerian warrior who is resurrected to defeat the Dark Lord and restore peace and harmony to the region. Players must gather troops for battle in settings such as castles, dungeons, deserts and temples defended by possible enemies and allies. [3] Throughout
the game, players accumulate Shards, ships containing the souls of past soldiers. Fractions come in four types with different properties. The game has two forms of currency: Silver, which is relatively easy to reach, and Gems, which are much harder to obtain. There is also a cost in Energy to run one stage
of the campaign and the basement. Without Energy you can't progress in the campaign, it runs out quickly, and after the first day players have to be very careful not to waste it. The game mainly consists of a story-driven single-player campaign with twelve levels, each level consisting of seven stages with
three difficulty levels. [3] The single-player campaign connects with the multiplayer component, Arena, to decide on player ratings. Players can also join the Clan, where members fight clan bosses together, who carry advanced rewards. The game's narrative is written by Paul C. R. Monk,[3] and the game
adopts a Western art style, with realistic characters, and settings inspired by dark fantasies. Acceptance of the Game has also achieved notoriety for its extensive advertising campaigns, especially its sponsorship with a number of YouTube personalities. [4] It has been praised for its graphics but criticized
for its micro-transactions. Pocket Gamer welcomes outstanding graphic quality characters, beautifully rendered and animated characters and generous experiences for new players. However, the game's aggressive monetization has also attracted attention. [6] Gamezebo praised the game for trading
distinctive anime-style visuals for a more realistic and dark fantasy look, going on to write about a truly amazing experience, with some of the best attack animations and environmental effects we've seen in the genre so far. However, this article also criticizes the monetization underlying the game, pointing
out that progress is difficult, especially if you don't plan to spend actual money on various improvements. [7] In the review, BlueStacks also praised the visuals, saying, The animations are spectacular, with qualities you rarely see in these games, and conclude that players who enjoy fantasy battles with a
more realistic approach — similar to Lord of the Rings — are likely to have fun with Raid: Shadow Legends. [1] South African technology website htxt.africa praised but overall it feels boring with too many micro-transactions. [8] Droid Gamers said it did not bring anything new to the gacha RPG genre. [9] [9]
for its extensive advertising campaigns, the game has become an internet meme, with many YouTube personalities promoting the game at some point. Reference ^ a b RAID: Shadow Legends - a more grittier and realistic touch for traditional gacha games. BlueStacks. March 7th, 2019. Retrieved 18
December 2019. ^ Pallium Releases RpG Famous Collection 'RAID: Shadow Legends' on PC. www.businesswire.com. 2020-01-21. Accessed 2020-06-22. ^ a b c d Takahashi, Dean (February 28, 2019). Plarium's Raid: Shadow Legends takes the RPG collection into your smartphone. Venturebeat.
Retrieved 4 July 2019. Roque, Jack (December 27, 2019). Aggressive Plarium Marketing RAID: Shadow Legends Pays Off. Gamer Empire. Retrieved 14 March 2020. Jordan, Jon (March 25, 2019). How does Raid: Shadow Legends engage, maintain, and monetize?. Pocket Gamer. Retrieved 18
December 2019. ^ Raid: Shadow Legends Is Absolute Rubbish And We're Not Afraid to Say It. SangGamer. 2020-03-04. Retrieved 2020-06-22. Fox, Glen (March 1, 2019). Raid: Shadow Legends Guide - Tips, Cheats and Strategies. Gamezebo, what's going on? Retrieved 4 July 2019. Lotz, Brendyn
(August 13, 2019). We play Raid: Shadow Legends so you don't have to. htxt.africa. Retrieved 7 April 2020. Mayhew, Ash (March 3, 2019). Raid: Shadow Legends Review - GACHA RPG to rule them all?. Droid Gamers. Retrieved April 7, 2020. External links Official website Taken from
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